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At a Glance
Achieve a faster time to value by using the standard, configured components 
in the inRiver Integration Framework to build new integrations and adapters. 
By working with the Framework components you benefit from continuous 
improvements, compliance with any relevant inRiver system change, plus 
inRiver Support. Using the inRiver Integration Framework reduces your 
development effort and accelerates delivery.  

Whether you’re B2B, B2C or both, 
keeping up with the ever-evolving 
e-commerce landscape is no easy 
feat. The global pandemic has 
added to this challenge, forcing 
many businesses to rapidly embrace 
online sales to remain competitive or 
stay afloat. Central to reaching your 
buyers wherever they are, is being 
able to share your product content 
quickly and consistently across all 
the touchpoints. And this is where 
the inRiver Integration Framework 
comes into its own. 

inRiver is a multitenant SaaS Product 
Information Management (PIM) 
solution that helps organizations 
create world-class product 
experiences that are contextual 
and relevant, enabling a scalable, 
frictionless path to purchase. With 

the inRiver Integration Framework, 
it means you no longer re-invent the 
wheel for each integration project. 
Instead configure the relevant 
components you need. Letting you 
develop and iterate quickly, with 
confidence. 

inRiver uses the Framework to create 
its own integrations and adapters. 
For instance, adapters to Salesforce 
Commerce Cloud, Magento and 
others.

Key Benefits
 
Accelerate integration 
creation with a rich  
toolbox of core  
components

Save time and money  
by leveraging metadata 
and intuitive configuration

Maintain high quality 
standards using known, 
proven core functions

Create reusable  
integrations that can work 
for any target system 

Retain the same SLA 
you’re used to with full 
inRiver support and  
maintenance

inRiver Integration Framework
Making it quick and easy to build new integrations and adapters
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Overcoming Today’s Challenges
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Integration Framework Overview
The inRiver Integration Framework combines the ability to transform each 
customer’s unique Marketing Model into a standard Integration Model view 
with a toolbox of product-centric functionality. By providing an Integration 
Model view of your products, the integrations to your various target systems 
are created with less effort and with less inRiver specific knowledge 
required.

By interpreting each customer’s defined integration logic, the Framework 
delivers a product-centric Integration Model. Consequently, all integration 
or adapters built using inRiver’s Integration Framework benefit from the 
standard functionality and key concepts provided by inRiver to ensure 
consistency and stability. The advantage is that you don’t need to create 
common functionality again when building your target system specific 
integration, whether it’s a custom integration or a standard adapter. 

The added benefit is that the IIF can exist in parallel with integration built 
using the Remoting or REST API.  

How It Works

Key Features
 
Standard functions to 
deliver product data 

Supports different SKU/
variation models 

Custom EntityTypes 
supported.

Delta load and full load 
support

Configuration only, no 
development required to 
support common inRiver 
features

Target 
Systems

inRiver Integration Framework

Salesforce
B2C Commerce

Salesforce
B2B Commerce

Adobe Magento
Commerce

Episerver
Commerce

Any other external
target system

Internal Customer 
System

inRiver
Adapters

inRiver Core Adapters
Custom/Third Party Integration

inRiver Data

inRiver Product Centric Integration Model & Components
Rest API Remoting API

Want to see inRiver in action? 
Contact us to arrange a demo or email sales@inriver.com for more information.
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